**Econ 136b. Econometrics**

**Day / time:** T/Th 2:30 - 3:45 pm  
**Course Type:** Undergraduate  
**Course term:** Spring  
**Year:** 2017  
**Instructor(s):** [Yuichi Kitamura](https://economics.yale.edu/people/yuichi-kitamura)  
**Location:** WLH 117

Core Course

Continuation of ECON 135 with a focus on econometric theory and practice: problems that arise from the specification, estimation, and interpretation of models of economic behavior. Topics include classical regression and simultaneous equations models; panel data; and limited dependent variables. Recommended for students considering graduate study in economics.

After Econ 135 or Stat 241 and 242.

**Undergrad Course Category:** Core  
Methodology
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